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In 1974 the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit rendered
well in excess of a hundred decisions of significance in that challenging,
exasperating and frequently exhausting area of the law known as "constitutional law." To attempt to treat all of these decisions within the practicable confines of a law review article would probably require the discussion
of each case to be limited to no more than a sentence or two, stating in as
few words as possible precisely what the court held. Thinking that this
approach would be of little practical use to anyone other than a statistician, I have opted to instead select two areas in which the Fifth Circuit
has rendered significant decisions for a somewhat more detailed analysis,
subsequently adding to this discussion but a few short comments on some
of the court's decisions on other matters related to "constitutional law."
The first area selected, i.e., "The First Amendment, Teachers and Other
Governmental Employees," deals with problems encountered in the increasing use of first amendment defenses by teachers and other public
employees who are dismissed or informed that they will not be offered a
new employment contract when their present one expires. The area is more
than a little murky and the courts are presently in the position of groping
about for standards which can be used to weigh the competing interests of
the governmental employer's right to choose its employees and the employee's right to freedom of speech and expression. Since resort to the
courts by terminated public employees has been and is likely to continue
to increase during our current "tight job market," both courts and attorneys are apt to become increasingly involved in the search for standards.
After all, the nation's biggest employer is government. It is for this reason
that this area has been selected. In connection with the Fifth Circuit's
efforts during 1974, three decisions of the genre are covered. In order of
their consideration they are Smith v. United States,I Sterzing v. Fort Bend
Independent School District,' and Bradford v. Tarrant County Junior
College.3 Due to the complexity of the subject matter, however, we would
probably be adding to rather than subtracting from current confusion if we
tried to discuss these decisions in a vacuum. Based upon a firm belief that
analytical clarity requires it, the three Fifth Circuit cases are considered
along with what has been said by courts struggling elsewhere with the same
problem and same sub-issues. The lodestar continues, of course, to be the
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Supreme Court's decision in Pickering v. Board of Education of Township
4
High School District 205.
Fortunately, the second area selected doesn't require us to go as far
afield. This is because the Fifth Circuit presently has a virtual monopoly
over the matter. It is the first, and to date only the court of appeals, to
hold that a mentally disabled person who is involuntarily committed to a
state mental institution has a federal constitutional right to that quality
and quantity of therapeutic psychiatric treatment which "will help him to
be cured or to improve his mental condition." 5 The three Fifth Circuit
decisions here involved are remarkable for a number of reasons, not the
least of which is that if the court is right it would appear that we have the
Constitution requiring a level of success in psychiatric treatment which is
quite beyond the known capabilities of the present state of the art (i.e.,
treatment which will invariably help a patient to be "cured" or which will
"improve" his mental condition). If this newest "constitutional right" is
upheld by the Supreme Court of the United States the prospects for considerable litigation in the area would appear to be good; hence its selection
for extended discussion.8

I.

THE FIRST AMENDMENT, TEACHERS AND OTHER GOVERNMENTAL
EMPLOYEES

If a teacher or other governmental employee finds out, before being
"officially" notified, that he is going to be dismissed, or that he will not
be offered a new employment contract when his present one expires, and
assuming that he is thereby piqued to the point that he wants to make a
"federal case" out of it, what is the smartest thing he can do? Given the
present state of the law the answer is obvious. With placard in hand he
must mount the nearest public platform to announce to the world that his
superior (e.g. the school principal, college president, dean or division head)
eats worms, or better still, is a fascist beast and racist oppressor of various
and sundry minority groups. Having thus "spoken out," hopefully with full
4.
5.
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See Donaldson v. O'Connor, 493 F.2d 507, 527 (5th Cir.), cert. granted,-

U.S.
95 S. Ct. 171 (1974); Wyatt v. Aderholt, 503 F.2d 1305, 1312 (5th Cir. 1974); Burnham v.
Department of Pub. Health of the State of Georgia, 503 F.2d 1319 (5th Cir. 1974), petition
for cert. filed, 43 U.S.L.W. 3417 (U.S. Jan. 22, 1975).
6. Candor as author of this article compels me to disclose that I am of counsel of record
for the defendants in the Burnham litigation. The district court's dismissal of the complaint,
see Burnham v. Department of Pub. Health of State of Georgia, 349 F. Supp. 1335 (N.D. Ga.
1972), was reversed by the Fifth Circuit per curiam on November 8, 1974, 503 F.2d 1319 (5th
Cir. 1974), and a petition for certiorari was filed in the Supreme Court of the United States
on January 22, 1975. 43 U.S.L.W. 3417 (U.S. Jan. 22, 1975). Notwithstanding strong personal
views on the matter, I shall try to treat the significant questions involved with as great a
degree of objectivity as possible, recognizing that here as elsewhere, neither all logic nor all
virtue is apt to rest exclusively on one side of a case-even when that one side is my side.
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amplification of his own more "progressive" political views, he is, as soon
as he does receive his official notice, "in court." This is because it is
lamentably but unquestionably true that even the most threadbare allegation that the decision not to continue his employment was in fact retaliation for the manner in which he exercised his constitutionally protected
right to free speech entitles him to have the matter passed upon by a
federal district court.'
A.

"ProtectedSpeech" Vs. "Unprotected Speech"

Fortunately for the employer, however, the teacher or other governmental employee's entitlement to his day in federal court is not tantamount
to his winning the case-with the first amendment automatically supplanting "tenure" or the employees' lack thereof. As the Supreme Court
pointed out in Board of Regents of State Colleges v. Roth: "Holding a
teaching job at a state university, simpliciter, is not itself a free speech
interest."I The burden is on the teacher or other employee to show that his
dismissal or non-retention was in fact caused by the manner in which he
exercised his first amendment rights Moreover, since it is well recognized
that not all speech is constitutionally "protected" speech, 10 the court will
presumably require the employee to bear a threshold burden of showing
that the speech in question is at least prima facie within the protective
penumbra of the first amendment.
It is at this point that the trail ends and the swamp begins. There are,
of course, the traditional, if still imprecisely delineated categories of "unprotected" speech, such as obscenity," commercial speech," fraud and
deceit, 3 speech which is defamatory or which constitutes an invasion of
privacy," and "fighting words,"' 5 not to mention a number of other usages
of the language which have been generally thought to be unworthy of
7. See, e.g., Perry v. Sindermann, 408 U.S. 593, 598 (1972); Fluker v. Alabama State Bd.
of Educ., 441 F.2d 201, 209 (5th Cir. 1971). As the Fourth Circuit put it in Chitwood v.
Feaster, 468 F.2d 359, 361 (4th Cir. 1972):
The concurrence of protected speech, which may be unpopular with college officials, and the termination of the employment contract seem to be enough, in the
view of the Supreme Court, to occasion inquiry to determine whether or not the
failure to renew the contract was in fact caused by the protected speech.
8. 408 U.S. 564, 575 n.14 (1972).
9. Fluker v. Alabama State Bd.of Educ., 441 F.2d 201, 205-06 (5th Cir. 1971).
10. The Supreme Court of the United States has never adopted the view of the late Justice
Black that the constitutional guarantee is "an absolute." See, e.g., R. Leflar, The Free-ness
of Free Speech, 15 VANm. L. REv. 1073 (1962).
11. Ginsberg v. New York, 390 U.S. 629, 635 (1968).
12. Pittsburgh Press Co. v. Pittsburgh Comm'n on Human Relations, 413 U.S. 376, 38485 (1973).
13. -Donaldson v. Read Magazine, Inc., 333 U.S. 178 (1948).
14. Cantrell v. Forest City Publishing Co., - U.S. -,
95 S. Ct. 465 (1974).
15. Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire, 315 U.S. 568, 573-74 (1942).
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constitutional protection.'" But resisting temptation (each of these all too
vaguely defined categories beckons to be made the subject of extended
treatment in its own right), let us pass to that first amendment boundary
which the Supreme Court repeatedly pointed to in the case generally credited with extending the amendment's "free speech" implications to
teacher dismissal and non-renewal situations, Pickering v. Board of Education of Township High School District 205, Will County.'7 In that decision the Court stated again and again that the right it was protecting was
that of the teacher to speak out as a citizen upon matters of public
concern.'8 Needless to say, the negative pregnant of this emphasis is that
speech which the teacher makes as a teacher on matters which are not of
public concern (e.g., "job related" or "in-house" speech in the classroom
or relating to the teacher's performance of routine faculty administrative
assignments) is not protected speech.
The drawing of this boundary between "protected" and "unprotected"
speech is seen in the Seventh Circuit decision of Clark v. Holmes." In that
case a nontenured university teacher relied upon first amendment grounds
to attack the nonrenewal of his employment which followed disagreement
with his superiors over the amount of discussion he was devoting to sex in
his health survey course, coupled with his classroom criticism of the university's administration and faculty. The Seventh Circuit experienced little difficulty in rejecting the teacher's argument that this sort of "speech,"
all of which related to the manner in which he was presenting his courses
to his students, was protected by the first amendment. As that court put
it:
His disputes with his superiors and colleagues about course content and
counselling were not "matters of public concern" and involved Clark as a
teacher rather than as an interested citizen.20
The Seventh Circuit's location of the boundary line between the "protected" and "unprotected" speech of a teacher in Holmes would appear to
be consistent with the weight of authority elsewhere. 2' From a conceptual
16. See, e.g., R. Leflar, The Free-ness of Free Speech, 15 VAD. L. Rav. 1073, 1075-84
(1962).
17. 391 U.S. 563 (1968).
18. Id. at 568, 570, 571, 574. See also Perry v. Sindermann, 408 U.S. 593, 598 (1972).
19. 474 F.2d 928 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 411 U.S. 972 (1973).
20. Id. at 931.
21. See, e.g., Hetrick v. Martin, 480 F.2d 705, 708-09 (6th Cir.), cert. denied, 414 U.S.
1075 (1973); Ahern v. Board of Educ. of the School Dist. of Grand Island, 456 F.2d 399, 404
(8th Cir. 1972); Goldwasser v. Brown, 417 F.2d 1169, 1177 (D.C. Cir. 1969), cert. denied, 397
U.S. 922 (1970); Parker v. Board of Educ. of Prince George's County, Maryland, 237 F. Supp.
222, 229 (D. Md.), aff'd, 348 F.2d 464 (4th Cir. 1965), cert. denied, 382 U.S. 1030 (1966). See
also Developments in the Law-Academic Freedom, 81 HAav. L. REv. 1045, 1052 (1968).
Within the Fifth Circuit at least one district court has similarly commented:
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viewpoint it might be said these cases distinguishing between a teacher's
speech as a teacher on classroom matters and his or her speech as a citizen
on matters of public concern are reminiscent of the first amendment views
of the late Professor Alexander Meiklejohn, 2 towards which the Supreme
Court moved in New York Times Co. v. Sullivan,13 when it apparently
agreed with the concept of the amendment's primary purpose being to
protect the citizen-critic's right, if not his duty, to criticize government. '
As in so many other areas of the law, however, a theory about where the
boundary line ought to be placed between protected and unprotected
speech of public employees is apt to prove easier in the telling than in the
application. Unfortunately for the courts, for lawyers and for the tidy
disposition of lawsuits, speech does not often arrive in neatly marked packages telling us whether it was made "as a teacher" or "as a citizen," or
whether the contents are or are not "of public concern." Where the situation is that of an economics teacher refusing to heed her superiors' command that she confine herself to economics and refrain from the infliction
of her personal political views on her captive classroom audience, a court
may well brush aside her claims of constitutional protection with the pithy
comment: "I doubt that she had a constitutional right to teach politics in
This dispute will not involve Mr. Rowe's statements on matters of general public
concern ...,but rather resulted from disagreements about the regular operations
and functions of the social science department and the proper relationship between
the faculty and the administration within the college. Such speech does not trigger
FirstAmendment protections. Rowe v. Forrester, 386 F. Supp. 1355, 1357 (M.D.
Ala. 1974) (emphasis added).
22. According to Professor Meiklejohn the central role and purpose of the first amendment's guarantee of "freedom of speech" is to enhance the operation of our particular (some
might say peculiar) form of government-where it is the People who govern, and where it is
the agencies of government, federal, state, and local, who are their servants rather than vice
versa. See Meiklejohn, The First Amendment is an Absolute, 1961 S. CT. Ra'. 245, 253.
Starting from this premise Dr. Meiklejohn was of the view that the speech which the amendment was designed to protect (and as to which he thought the protection was absolute) is
speech which is of "governing importance" (i.e., possessed of some relationship with the selfgovernance of the citizenry). See Brennan, J., The Supreme Court and the Meiklejohn Interpretation of the First Amendment, 79 HAav. L. Rav. 1, 13-15 (1965).
23. 376 U.S. 254 (1964).
24. See Brennan, J., The Supreme Court and the Meiklejohn Interpretationof the First
Amendment, 79 HIAv. L. Rav. 1, 17 (1965). In New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S.
254 (1964), the Court pointed to our
profound national commitment to the principle that debate on public issues should
be uninhibited, robust and wide open, and that it may well include vehement,
caustic, and sometimes unpleasantly sharp attacks on government and public officials, id. at 270 (emphasis added),
and told us that
freedom of expression upon public questions is secured by the First Amendment
.... The constitutional safeguard, we have said, "was fashioned to assure unfettered interchange of ideas for the bringing about of political and social changes
desired by the people." Id. at 269 (emphasis added).
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a course in economics." 25 But what is a court to do where it is a political
science professor who, without deviation from required course content,
expresses his personal political views in his classroom lectures and the
personal views he expresses are at variance with his superiors' ideas as to
the sort of things he should be saying in the classroom.?
This far more perplexing question arose within the Fifth Circuit in
Sterzing v. Fort Bend Independent School District,2" where a civics teacher
was dismissed when he failed to comply with the seemingly impossible
command that he teach civics without going into the matter of race relations or like areas of a "controversial" nature. Here the district court came
down on the side of the teacher. The ultimate conclusion of the district
court that the discharge violated the teacher's first amendment rights,
although debatable,7 is both understandable and emotionally appealing.
The verbal conduct in question clearly related to "matters of public concern," and arguably there was such a coalescence of "speech as a teacher"
and "speech as a citizen" as to make sequestration of the two impossible.
In such a situtation it would not be unreasonable for the court to conclude
that because the speech was to some extent made as a citizen, it fell within
the protective penumbra of the first amendment. The problem with the
district court's opinion, however, is that it was in fact not based upon this
rationale but was instead grounded upon the far more questionable if not
plainly incorrect premise that a teacher has a constitutional right to choose
his own "teaching method" so long as it serves "a demonstrated educational purpose"-even where the method he selects is unacceptable to his
administrative superiors. 8 The "power to decide" in matters of curricula,
course content and teaching methods has long been considered to be an
25. See Ahern v. Board of Educ. of the School Dist. of Grand Island, 327 F. Supp. 1391,
1397 (D. Neb. 1971), aff'd, 456 F.2d 399, 404 (8th Cir. 1972).
26. 376 F. Supp. 657 (S.D. Tex. 1972), vacated and remanded for reconsiderationof
remedy, 496 F.2d 92 (5th Cir. 1974).
27. At least one court of appeals appears to have resolved the "speech as a teacher" versus
"speech as citizen" question by means of a pure "location" test (i.e., whether or not the
speech occurred in the classroom). See Goldwasser v. Brown, 417 F.2d 1169 (D.C. Cir. 1969),
cert. denied, 397 U.S. 922 (1970). In that case a civilian Air Force langauge instructor employed to teach basic English to foreign military officers was discharged when he refused to
terminate his classroom discussions on race, religion, politics and the war in Vietnam. In
concluding that the interests which the first amendment was designed to protect did not
include the intrusion of his personal views "into the classroom," the D.C. Circuit said:
On the record before us, we must assume that appellant was fired for what he said
within the classroom to foreign officers who were supposed to be learning how to
cope with an English-speaking dentist or garage repairman, and not for airing his
views outside the classroom to anyone who would listen. Id. at 1177 (emphasis in
the original).
While such a pure "location" solution to the problem would appear to be perhaps overly
wooden and mechanistic, it would have to be conceded that it does possess the virtue of ease
of application.
28. 376 F. Supp. at 663.
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exclusive prerogative of the local board of education or other body charged
with responsibility for the governance of a school system, and a shift of this
critical power from the employer to the employee ought not lightly to be
permitted. There is little question, of course, as to the fact that the district
court's rationale (although not necessarily its ultimate decision in favor of
29
the teacher) is contrary to the weight of authority.
Although it would have been a desirable thing for the matter to have
been straightened out by the Fifth Circuit, the cross-appeal taken on this
particular issue was abandoned and the only question to reach the court
of appeals was that of the remedy. In vacating and remanding on the
remedy issue along the Fifth Circuit expressly noted that "[wle need not
determine . . . how we would rule on the District Court's basic finding of
constitutional violation."30
B.

The Balancing Of Interests Where The Employee's Speech
IsProtected

It would be nice to be able to say that first amendment difficulties in
the area of public employment commence and end with the problem of
drawing the boundary line between "protected" speech and "unprotected"
speech. But no such luck. Indeed this initial problem is but child's play
compared to what we run into after it has been determined that the speech
in question is "protected" by the amendment. Pickering does indeed hold
that teachers may not constitutionally be compelled, as a condition of their
employment:
[T]o relinquish the First Amendment rights they would otherwise enjoy
as citizens to comment on matters of public interest in connection with
the operation of the public schools in which they work ....11
But the Supreme Court also made it abundantly clear in Pickering that
even where the speech of a teacher or other public employee does fall
within the protective ambit of the first amendment, the precise degree of
protection which he receives is relative and not absolute. In the words of
the Court:
[It cannot be gainsaid that the State has interests as an employer in
regulating the speech of its employees that differ significantly from those
it possesses in connection with regulation of the speech of the citizenry in
29. See cases cited in note 21, supra. In Hetrick v. Martin, 480 F.2d 705, 708 (6th Cir.),
cert. denied, 414 U.S. 1075 (1973), for example, the Sixth Circuit concluded that
a State University has the authority to refuse to renew a non-tenured professor's
contract for the reason that the teaching methods of that professor do not conform
with those of the tenured faculty or with those approved of by the University.
(Quoting from an unreported memorandum opinion by the district court.)
30. 496 F.2d at 93 n.3.
31. 391 U.S. at 568.
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general. The problem in any case is to arrive at a balance between interests of the teacher, as a citizen, in commenting upon matters of public
concern and the interest of the State, as an employer, in promoting the
32
efficiency of the public services it performs through its employees.
The Court went on to indicate some of the countervailing interests of the
governmental employer, referring, inter alia, to
(1) speech of the employee which is directed at an immediate superior with whom the employee is in daily working
contact if it appears that the practical effect of the otherwise
"protected" speech would be to adversely affect maintenance
of discipline by the superior; 3
(2) speech which is directed towards persons with whom the
the consequence
employee is in daily working contact where
3
is a lack of harmony among coworkers; 1
(3) speech which is destructive of the kind of close working
relationships which depend upon personal loyalty and confic35
ence for their proper functioning;
(4) carelessly false statements on matters closely related to
the day-to-day operations of a school in situations where the
impact on the public would be hard to counter because of the
teacher's presumed greater access to the facts;" and
(5) the failure to first adhere to such grievance procedures
as the school system may provide for the consideration of
complaints about school operations."
The Court expressly declined, on the other hand, to provide any standard
for the lower courts to use in applying these guidelines (which it notably
did not state were exhaustive as opposed to merely illustrative of the sort
of state interests to be considered). It pointedly said that in view of the
"enormous variety of fact situations" possible, "we do not deem it either
a general standard against
appropriate or feasible to attempt to lay down
38
which all such statements may be judged."
Rightly or wrongly lower courts have been searching for a standard ever
32. Id. The employee is benefited by the fact that if it is determined that the speech in
question does fall within the scope of the first amendment the burden of going forth with the
evidence then shifts to the governmental employer, which must show by a preponderance of
the evidence the countervailing state interests sufficient to justify its interference with the
employee's speech. See Fluker v. Alabama State Bd. of Educ., 441 F.2d 201, 206 (5th Cir.
1971).
33. 391 U.S. at 569-70 n.3.
34. Id.
35. Id. at 570.
36. Id. at 572.
37. Id.
38. Id. at 569.
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since. And not too surprisingly no one has yet come up with the definitive
answer to such questions as what is meant by a "lack of harmony among
co-workers," much less to the question of how much of it we have to have
before this recognized state interest outweighs the recognized constitutional interest of the teacher or public employee to speak out as a citizen
on a matter of public concern.
One possible general standard which could be usable in the weighing of
the competing interests we are concerned with is whether the speech in
question has "either impeded the teacher's proper performance of his daily
duties in the classroom," or has "interfered with the regular operations of
the schools generally."3 Since the language used in this measurement
comes from Pickeringitself,4" it can be argued that it is at least a "permissible" standard under that decision notwithstanding the express disclaimer elsewhere in the Court's opinion of any intention to fashion a
general standard." Perhaps the principal impetus for adoption of such an
"interference" standard, however, comes from Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School District." Actually the "speech," or more precisely the "symbolic expression" involved in Tinker was not that of teachers or other public employees, but of students. Contrary to the wishes of
the principals of the affected schools a group of students wore black armbands to protest the war in Vietnam. Suit was filed to restrain the school
district's enforcement of a hastily adopted anti-armband policy. The district court's dismissal of the suit was affirmed by an equally divided court
of appeals and the matter wound up in the Supreme Court. Observing that
neither students nor teachers shed their constitutional right to freedom of
speech at the schoolhouse gate,43 the Supreme Court reversed, saying that
for school officials to prohibit this sort of expression of student opinion it
would be necessary for the school authorities to show something more than
the mere desire to avoid the discomfort and unpleasantness which always
accompanies an unpopular viewpoint, and that to uphold such a prohibition of student expression it must be shown that the forbidden conduct
would "'materially and substantially interefere with the requirements of
appropriate discipline in the operation of the school.' ""
In Smith v. United States,5 however, the Fifth Circuit once again ap39. Id.*at 572-73.
40. Id.
41. Id. at 569.
42. 393 U.S. 503 (1969).
43. Id. at 506.
44. Id. at 509, quoting Burnside v. Byars, 363 F.2d 744, 749 (5th Cir. 1966). The Court
further pointed out that in the context of student speech, mere undifferentiated fear or
apprehension of disturbance would not suffice to overcome their freedom of expression. Id.
at 508.
45. 502 F.2d 512, 517 (5th Cir. 1974). See also, e.g., Fluker v. Alabama State Bd. of Educ.,
441 F.2d 201, 206 (5th Cir. 1971); Battle v. Mulholland, 439 F.2d 321, 324 (5th Cir. 1971).
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plied the "interference" standard utilized by Tinker for the protection of
the "free speech" rights of students in an employment situation, this time
involving a federal employee of a Veterans Hospital. As in Tinker the
question was the degree of protection afforded by the first amendment to
symbolic expression. The employee, a clinical psychologist employed in
the psychotherapeutic ward of the hospital, insisted upon wearing a "peace
pin" on his uniform over the objections of his supervisor (who thought it
might have adverse affects upon the patients, many of whom has served
in Vietnam). In asserting that his subsequent dismissal was, under the
standard announced by the Supreme Court in Tinker, violative of his first
amendment right to freedom of symbolic expression, the employee pointed
to the fact that he had worn the pin in the psychotherapeutic ward for
approximately thirty days and had observed no adverse patient reaction.
After referring to the balancing required by Pickeringbetween the interests
of the employee as a citizen and the interests of the government in promoting the efficiency of the services it performs through its employees, the
Fifth Circuit concluded that Tinker was also relevant, saying:
In striking that balance in the context of the First Amendment guaranty
of freedom of speech, we feel that the standard of material and substantial
interference is the standard to apply. In order for the government to constitutionally remove an employee from government service for exercising
the right of free speech, it is incumbent upon it to clearly demonstrate that
the employee's conduct substantially and materially interferes with the
discharge of duties and responsibilities inherent in such employment. 8
Having thus far echoed prior Fifth Circuit decisions on the point, however,
the court came up with a somewhat questionable application of the very
Tinker standard it claimed to be following. Tinker clearly states that mere
"undifferentiated fear or apprehension of disturbance is not enough.'" The
court of appeals did refer to this aspect of the Tinker standard. It said that
the matter before it was more than mere apprehension. But the court of
appeals appears to have been straining mightily on the point in view of the
clinical psychologist's denial of adverse patient reaction to the pin during
the thirty day period he had actually worn it, coupled with the absence of
any offsetting evidence beyond the hospital administrator's desire to shield
4
patients from potentially harmful stimuli.
One wonders if Smith is really not an example of the wrong test being
misapplied to get a right result. There is no reason to suppose that those
countervailing interests which the state possesses as an employer in
connection with the otherwise protected speech of its teachers or other
public employees (referred to in Pickering) are the same as those it pos46.
47.
48.

502 F.2d at 517.
393 U.S. at 508.
502 F.2d at 518.
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sesses in connection with the speech or expression of students in the state's
educational institutions (at issue in Tinker). It is consequently somewhat
doubtful if the same scales or standards can invariably be used in resolving
first amendment conflicts of the two disparate classes. The sort of difficulties we might expect to run into were we to attempt to uncritically apply
the student free speech standards of Tinker to teacher employment situations can be illustrated by Duke v. North Texas State University." There
a teacher was dismissed following her thoroughly offensive (and indeed
thoroughly profane) diatribe against American society in general and the
Board of Regents and various university officials in particular. The district
court, notwithstanding the teacher's resort to the sort of four letter dregs
of the language which would cause a child's mouth to be washed out with
soap, held the dismissal to be violative of the teacher's first amendment
rights. 50 Measured under the Tinker standards the district court's decision
is probably as correct as it is outrageous. There was no showing that the
teacher's speech, scurrilous though it may have been, had in any way
(much less "substantially and materially") interfered with school operations or with the teacher's discharge of her classroom duties. Happily the
Fifth Circuit was guided more by Pickeringand less by Tinker. It reversed,
holding in effect that school authorities can still require a classroom
teacher to measure up to standards of deportment somewhat above the
lowest possible level of base behavior and vulgarity which might manage
to scrape by at a constitutional muster. To the state interests sanctioned
by the Supreme Court in Pickering it added a right of a governmental
employer to expect a minimal degree of loyalty and civility from its employees, concluding that the defendant state university didn't have to
suffer extremely disrespectful and grossly offensive remarks aimed at the
administrators of the university,5 all of which leads us to yet another
aspect of the overall problem.
C.

Evaluations Of Teachers And Public Employees Based Upon Speech

However the law may develop elsewhere, it would seem that in at least
one important area of speech and public employment the use of an "interference" standard of the Tinker stripe would be quite inconceivable. This
area is the evaluation of teachers and public employees which takes place
in connection with their initial employment, retention and promotion. In
the real world we are all judged and we all judge others daily based upon
what they say as well as what they do. In the real world this is true of the
employer with respect to his employees. In the real world speech-based
evaluations are not only the norm but are really the only way in which an
49. 338 F. Supp. 990 (E.D. Tex. 1971), rev'd, 469 F.2d 829 (5th Cir. 1972), cert. denied,
412 U.S. 932 (1973).
50. Duke v. North Texas State Univ., 338 F. Supp. 990 (E.D. Tex. 1971).
51. Duke v. North Texas State Univ., 469 F.2d 829, 840 (5th Cir. 1972).
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employer, public or private, can evaluate the performance of those employed for their supposed intellectual worth (i.e., situations where fitness
for the particular employment depends upon judgment, learning, intellectual capacity, personality, and ability to get along with others). This is so
despite the fact that such evaluations, whether conducted by superiors or
peers, are apt to be subjective and frequently influenced by attitudes
which in a more perfect world would not enter into the picture. Moreover,
such largely subjective evaluations, based upon both the oral and written
speech of an employee, are apt to continue factually regardless of what
courts and lawyers might say about the first amendment. If declared unconstitutional the net result would probably be nothing more than camouflage, with the stated basis of the employment decision having little to do
with the real reason, and the employer simply shrugging his shoulders and
muttering his agreemet with Charles Dickens' famous dictum on "The
2
Law."z
Fortunately our courts have shown no predilection for divorcing constitutional interpretation in the area from the realities of life. Although the
development of the law here has not proceeded rapidly there has been
judicial recognition of the right of the public employer to evaluate his
employees even though the evaluation is based, as it must be, upon what
the employee has said (orally and in writing) and how he has said it. In
Pickering, for example, the Supreme Court indicated that situations could
exist in which even a teacher's extra-curricular public speech could be of
such nature as to call into question his fitness to perform his duties in the
classroom.5 The Court observed that in such a case, "the statements would
merely be evidence of the teacher's general competence, or lack thereof,
and not an independent basis for dismissal."" Thus in Hetrick v. Martin,"
the Sixth Circuit held that it was entirely proper for a university to decline
to renew the contract of a nontenured faculty member when it didn't agree
with or like her educational attitudes and philosophy-as reflected by the
teacher's oral pronouncements. The court of appeals said:
We do not accept plaintiff's assertion that the school administration
abridged her First Amendment rights when it refused to rehire her because
it considered her teaching philosophy to be incompatible with the pedagogical aims of the University. Whatever may be the ultimate scope of the
amorphous "academic freedom" guaranteed to our Nation's teachers and
students . . . , it does not encompass the right of a nontenured teacher
to have her teaching style insulated from review by her superiors when
they determine whether she has merited tenured status just because her
52.

See DicKENs, OLIrnm TwisT, ch. 51, as quoted in BARTLrft's FAMnlIR QUOrATIONS 576

(13th ed. 1955).
53. 391 U.S. at 573.
54. Id. at 573 n.5. See also Matthew 7:20.
55. 480 F.2d 705 (6th Cir.), cert. denied, 414 U.S. 1075 (1973).
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methods and philosophy are considered acceptable somewhere within the
teaching profession."
It therefore seems that colleges, universitites, school systems and other
public employers are yet permitted to evaluate the quality of their employees and to consider such things as deportment, morality, and speech (including grammar, diction, enunciation, and vocabulary, as well as lack of
resort to coarse, profane or otherwise vulgar speech where, as in the teaching profession, this is relevant to performance and fitness), and that such
evaluations will not ordinarily raise first amendment problems.
A recent Fifth Circuit decision involving the evaluation of a teacher's
performance would appear to be consistent with this view. In Bradford v.
Tarrant County Junior College," a teacher had put a number of questions
to the college president at a faculty meeting. She did so in a manner which
to other faculty members present seemed hostile, sarcastic and intended
to embarrass. The teacher, who was nontenured, was nonetheless given a
new employment contract for an additional year. During that additional
year, in the course of a confidential evaluation meeting with the dean of
instruction and two of her immediate supervisors, the manner in which the
teacher had questioned the President came up and the dean mentioned
that he thought her conduct had been unprofessional. The teacher took
immediate umbrage and the meeting collapsed. On the following day the
teacher informed the dean that she had consulted an attorney and would
take legal action if she did not receive a written retraction. While the dean
and his superiors had until this time intended to offer the teacher a new
contract for the next school year they not surprisingly reevaluated their
position (unquestionably due to the teacher's verbal performance) and
recommended against contract renewal. This, of course, gave the teacher
even more to sue about and sue she did. But she lost. The district court
held that the college's decision not to renew her contract was based upon
the view of her superiors that she was unable to accept constructive criticism and that it did not, as she had contended, violate her First Amendment right to free speech." The district court's sanctioning of this "evaluation" by the college administration was affirmed by the Fifth Circuit which
held that the district court's conclusion was not clearly erroneous. 5" It
would seem that while there is a paucity of decisions on the matter the
Fifth Ciicuit is not unaware of the inherent danger of judicial supervision
of teacher evaluation by school authorities to which a district court co0
gently pointed in Watts v. Board of Curators, University of Missouri,1
when it said that
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

Id. at 709 (emphasis added).
356 F. Supp. 197 (N.D. Tex. 1973), aff'd, 492 F.2d 133 (5th Cir. 1974).
356 F. Supp. at 201.
492 F.2d at 135.
363 F. Supp. 883, 891 (W.D. Mo. 1973), aff'd, 495 F.2d 384 (8th Cir. 1974).
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[iut would be intolerable for the courts to interject themselves and to
require an educational institution to hire or to maintain on its staff a
professor or instructor whom it deemed undesirable and did not wish to
employ. For the courts to impose such a requirement would be an interference with the operation of institutions of higher learning contrary to established principles of law and to the best traditions of education.
II.

A FEDERAL CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO A PARTICULAR LEVEL OR DEGREE
OF CURATIVE PSYCHIATRIC TREATMENT IN STATE MENTAL INSTITUTIONS

Conditions were not very good in Alabama's mental institutions in 1970.
One might go so far as to say that drastic improvement would have had to
have taken place before it could even be said that the situation had risen
to the point of being merely abominable. By way of brief description:
[tihere were severe health and safety problems: patients with open
wounds and inadequately treated skin diseases were in imminent danger
of infection because of the unsanitary conditions existing in the wards,
such as permitting urine and feces to remain on the floor; there was evidence of insect infestation in the kitchen and dining areas. Malnutrition
was a problem: the United States described the food as "com[ing] closer
to 'punishment' by starvation" than nutrition. At Bryce, the food distribution and preparation systems were unsanitary, and less than 50 cents
per day per patient was spent on food.

.

.

. Aides frequently put patients

in seclusion or under physical restraints, including straitjackets, without
physicians' orders. One resident had been regularly confined in a straitjacket for more than nine years. [N]ine working residents would feed
54 young boys ground food from one very large bowl with nine plates and
nine spoons; "since there were no accommodations to even sit down to
eat," it was impossible to tell which residents had been fed and which had
not been fed with this system.

.

.

. The patients suffered brutality, both

at the hands of the aides and at the hands of their fellow patients; testimony establishcd that four Partlow residents died due to understaffing,
lack of supervision, and brutality."
In dealing with this thoroughly appalling situation, it would have been
unthinkable for the United States District Court for the Middle District
of Alabama, when faced with a class action on behalf of the mentally
disabled patients committed to these alleged state hospitals, not to have
taken firm action. Certainly the court had an abundance of precedent upon
which relief for such gross physical deprivations could have been based. It
is no longer open to question that conditions of incarceration are subject
to the eighth amendment and that the courts will not close their eyes when
the treatment of prisoners is so intolerable as to endanger their health and
well being. 2 Surely no one would contend that persons confined to state
61.
62.

Wyatt v. Aderholt, 503 F.2d 1305, 1310-11 (5th Cir. 1974).
See, e.g., Newman v. Alabama, 503 F.2d 1320, 1329-31 (5th Cir. 1974); Campbell v.
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institutions due to mental illness are entitled to a lesser degree of eighth
amendment protection than imprisoned criminals.
But in a classic example of how hard facts can make, if not bad at least
new law, 3 the district court eschewed the traditional approach of simply
remedying the deficiencies which stood in the way of adequate custodial
care. It came up instead with a brand new constitutional right. Declaring
that custodial care by itself was not enough, the court boldly advanced into
the realm of psychiatry and held that mentally disabled persons committed to state mental institutions "unquestionably have a constitutional
right to receive such individual treatment as will give each of them a
realistic opportunity to be cured or to improve his or her mental condition."'" The ultimate result of its conclusion was the district court's entry
of a sweeping decree under which it prescribed all manner of standards for
the operation of Alabama's mental hospitals, including staff-patient ratios
for social workers, chaplains, nurses, aides, psychologists, psychiatrists,
physicians, dental hygienists, and various of the other skills and discipline,
currently used for the care and treatment of the mentally ill." The court
went so far as to threaten the sale of state property and the judicial reallocation of the state budget if the state and its taxpayers didn't provide the
fiscal support necessary to implement the standards."
In terms of prophetic accuracy as to what the law may come to be, the
district court's declaration as to the "unquestionability" of the constitutional right it announced may well turn out to be correct. As always, the
Supreme Court will have the last word on the matter. As a commentary
on the state of the then existing law, however, the only thing unquestionable was the court's empirical inaccuracy. As recently as 1969 Dr. Morton
Birnbaum, for at least fifteen years one of the leading exponents of the
Beto, 460 F.2d 765, 767-68 (5th Cir. 1972); Novak v. Beto, 453 F.2d 661, 665 (5th Cir.), cert.
denied, 409 U.S. 968 (1972). Cf. Cruz v. Beto, 405 U.S. 319, 321 (1972).
63. Whether the new law is "good" or "bad" depends, of course, on one's perspective. To
those inclined to the view that that which is virtuous ought to be constitutionally required
and that which is evil constitutionally condemned, this new right will be welcomed. No
civilized person would dispute the fact that all ill persons should be treated, whether the
ailment is physical or mental. Nor is there any reasonable question as to the fact that many
states have left undone those things they ought to have done in the field of mental health.
Yet those who think that our Constitution is of a more limited nature and are concerned over
the steady increase of federal judicial supervision and ultimate decisional authority over more
and more activities of state and local government (which is to say the government of the
People themselves through those they have elected to represent them) may be expected to
view the opening of this new door with somewhat diminished enthusiasm.
64. Wyatt v. Stickney, 325 F. Supp. 781, 784 (M.D. Ala.), on submission of proposed
standards, 334 F. Supp. 1341 (1971), enforced, 344 F. Supp. 373 (1972), aff'd in part, remanded in part, and decision reversed in partsub nom Wyatt v. Aderholt, 503 F.2d 1305 (5th
Cir. 1974).
65. 344 F. Supp. at 379-86.
66. Id. at 377-78. The district court graciously condescended to reserve ruling on these
matters.
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creation of the right, acknowledged that while accepted by society it had
67
not been recognized as a federal constitutional right.
Thus the United
States District Court for the Northern District of Georgia was "unquestionably" more accurate than the Alabama district court had been when it
pointed out in Burnham v. Department of Public Health of the State of
Georgia,65 that except for the Alabama decision the courts had not gone
beyond recognizing a statutory right to treatment in those jursidictions
where such a right existed. In Burnham, the plaintiffs, present and past
patients in Georgia's mental institutions, sought to ride in on the wake of
Wyatt, alleging that the psychiatric treatment provided in Georgia's mental institutions was constitutionally inadequate, and that along with the
class they purportedly represented they were entitled to "adequate and
effective treatment."69 Against a factual background which it recognized
to be quite different from that which faced the district court in Alabama,"
and in a situation where the complaint had not alleged any inadequacy in
basic custodial care but only that "the 'adequacy' (i.e., quality, quantity,
individualization, and level) of treatment is deficient,"7 the district court
dismissed the complaint."2 It did so on multiple grounds:
(1) that there was a want of subject-matter jurisdiction in
that the plaintiffs had failed to demonstrate or sufficiently
allege the deprivation of any recognized federally protected
3
right;7
67. See M. Birnbaum, The Right to Treatment-Some Comments on Certain Legal
Developments 3, 24 (Statement of November 4, 1969, before the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, Committee on the Judiciary, United States Senate); See also M. Birnbaum,
The Right to Treatment, 46 A.B.A.J. 499 (1960).
68. 349 F. Supp. 1335, 1339 (N.D. Ga. 1972), rev'd per curiam, 503 F.2d 1319 (5th Cir.
1974), petition for cert. filed, 43 U.S.L.W. 3417 (U.S. Jan. 22, 1975). In the District of
Columbia, for example, the court of appeals, in a series of split decisions, has held that by
virtue of a federal statute pertaining to the hospitalization of mentally ill persons in that
federal enclave, it was appropriate for the judiciary to inquire into the matter of psychiatric
treatment. See, e.g., Covington v. Harris, 419 F.2d 617, 623-25 (D.C. Cir. 1969); Rouse v.
Cameron, 373 F.2d 451 (D.C. Cir. 1967); Lake v. Cameron, 364 F.2d 657 (D.C. Cir. 1966).
The Fifth Circuit at least implicitly acknowledged the accuracy of the Burnham district
court's conclusion on this point in Donaldson v. O'Connor, 493 F.2d 507, 519 (5th Cir. 1974),
when it referred to the fact that the question of a constitutionalright to psychiatric treatment
had never been addressed before by any of the federal courts of appeal and that the district
court in Wyatt was the first district court to decide the issue.
69. 349 F.Supp. at 1337.
70. The district court in Burnham commented favorably on Georgia's strenuous efforts,
both legislatively and fiscally, to improve the quality of care and treatment in its mental
institutions. It noted, for example, the budgetary increase from about $13,000,000.00 in 1960
to the $90,000,000.00 level in 1972, and also referred to the State's extensive building program
then in progress with respect to regional hospitals. Id. at 1337-38.
71. Id. at 1339 n.7, 1341-42.
72. Id. at 1344.
73. Id. at 1340-41.
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(2) that since the suit was, in essence, brought to require
the State of Georgia to expend additional revenues for the
diagnosis, care, and treatment of patients in its mental
health institutions, it was in contradiction of the Eleventh
Amendment;"
(3) that the question of what could be said to constitute
"adequate treatment or diagnosis", particularly in an area as
uncertain as psychiatry, defied any sort of precise judicial
identification and therefore precluded the possibility of its
breach from being judicially defined, the question was therefore nonjusticiable; 5 and
(4) that adequate remedies at law were available to the
plaintiffs on an individual basis (malpractice, tort, ect.), with
a class action being inappropriate since what is good treatment for one patient might be bad or even fatal for another."
Both Wyatt and Burnham were appealed and both cases were argued
before the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit on December 6, 1972. Time passed without any word from the Fifth Circuit on its
disposition of the matter. In the meantime, however, a third case,
Donaldson v. O'Connor," came into the picture. Donaldson involved not
a class action but an individual's suit for damages for deprivation of a
claimed constitutional right to receive treatment or be released from a
state mental institution. 8 The evidence indicated that during a confinement of fourteen and a half years the plaintiff, Donaldson, received little
or no psychiatric care or treatment." It further appeared that certain forms
of treatment he had requested were unjustifiably denied him." After a four
day trial the jury returned a verdict of $28,500.00 in compensatory damages and $10,000.00 in punitive damages.' The defendant hospital officials
appealed, contending that the trial judge had erred in denying their motion
to dismiss and in instructing the jury that civilly committed mental patients have a constitutional right to therapeutic psychiatric treatment.2
Although presented to the Fifth Circuit after Wyatt and Burnham the
Fifth Circuit decided Donaldson first. In a landmark decision rendered on
April 26, 1974, it affirmed the judgment entered by the district court on
74. Id. at 1341.
75. Id. at 1341-43.
76. Id. at 1343.
77. 493 F.2d 507 (5th Cir.), cert. granted,U.S. -, 95 S. Ct. 171 (1974). (no written
opinion rendered by the United States District Court for the Northern District of Florida.)
78. Id. at 509-10.
79. Id. at 509, 511.
80. Id. at 513-14.
81. Id. at 513.
82. Id. at 510.
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the jury's verdict.,, Observing that the issue had not previously been
passed upon by any federal court of appeals, the Fifth Circuit opted for
creation of the new right, holding that "a person involuntarily civilly committed to a state mental hospital has a constitutional right to receive such
individual treatment as will give him a reasonable opportunity to be cured
or to improve his mental condition.""
In placing its imprimatur on this newly discovered constitutional right
to therapeutic or curative psychiatric treatment, the Fifth Circuit employed what is called "a two-part theory," both parts of which are based
upon the quite generally accepted idea that any nontrivial governmental
abridgment of a freedom deemed to be a part of that personal "liberty"
protected by the fourteenth amendment (i.e., which cannot be denied
without "due process of law") "must be justified in terms of some 'permissible governmental goal.' "85 Proceeding to consider the reason customarily
advanced to justify the involuntary commitment and accompanying deprivation of the personal liberty of mentally ill persons, the court viewed the
same as falling into two categories.88 The first category, into which it
placed such reasons or justifications as the afflicted individual's need for
treatment, care, custody, or supervision, was referred to by the court as the
parens patriae rationale. It was the conclusion of the court that curative
psychiatric treatment was constitutionally required here since, if the
avowed purpose of the commitment is treatment, and if treatment is not
in fact provided, the actual nature of the commitment would bear no
reasonable relationship to the stated governmental purpose or goal and
therefore would conflict with the due process clause. 7 The second category,
which the court of appeals considered to embrace such reasons and justifications as avoidance of the injury which the afflicted person would be
likely to inflict on others or himself were he not confined, was called the
"police power" rationale.m Here the court's reasoning was that because
involuntary commitment proceedings are civil and hence not subject to the
stringent restrictions and safeguards (both procedural and substantive) of
the criminal process, the state, in order to justify its deprivation of an
individual's personal liberty under the more relaxed civil standards, must
extend a quid pro quo. 9 At this point a jump appears in the court's progression of thought as it simply declared that to its way of thinking the only
constitutionally acceptable quid pro quo is treatment.90
83. Id. at 531.
84. Id. at 520.

85. Id.
86. Id. at 521.
87. Id.
88. Id. The Fifth Circuit considered the "danger to self" ground for commitment to
contain elements of both the parens patriae rationale and the "police power" rationale.
89. Id. at 522, 524.
90. Id. at 522, 527. Although the court did attempt to draw support for its conclusion from
what it considered to be analogous decisions in other areas, it conceded that none had been
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While the logic of the court's exposition of the necessity of treatment
under the parens patriae rationale is highly persuasive, the same cannot
be said for its quid pro quo approach to what it called the "police power"
rationale. To start with, it may well be asked why the avoidance of injury
by a mentally deranged person to others or to himself is not in and of itself
an ample quid pro quo or constitutional justification for confinement?
Most expressions of judicial thought on the manner have in fact indicated
that it is. Typical is New York ex rel. Anonymous v. La Burt," where in
rejecting an "inadquate treatment" claim the state court observed:
Jurisdiction is inherent in the State over persons within its limits who
have been deprived of the use of their mental faculties. It is the duty of
the State to protect the community and the mentally ill from their own
acts. . . . A mentally ill person may be deprived of his liberty and, if once
adjudged to be insane, that person has been deprived of no constitutional
right, State or Federal.
The Supreme Court has until now rather routinely declined to review lower
court rejections of the contention that there is a constitutional right to
treatment,"2 and in Jackson v. Indiana,3 the Court, although more directly
concerned with commitment procedures, thoroughly analyzed both justification rationales (i.e., commitment for "treatment" and commitment for
the "avoidance of injury") without the slightest suggestion that either
would in the absence of the other be constitutionally inadequate. The
matter was also touched upon in the concurring opinion of Justice Douglas
in Robinson v. California,' where, in emphasizing that insanity is a disease, he stated that "afflicted people may be confined either for treatment
or for the protection of society . .. ."
All in all, the somewhat elaborate verbal superstructure which the Fifth
Circuit erected in support of its police power quid pro quo hypothesis
smacks of being little more than a strained a priori attempt to justify the
result it had already decided upon. It could have reached its same ultimate
conclusion in a more direct manner by simply saying that the "essential
fairness" requirement of substantive due process is an evolving rather than
a static concept, and that in its (i.e., the court's) opinion when a state
deprives a person of personal liberty on the grounds of mental illness,
essential fairness (and hence due process) requires the state to make some
found which explicitly recognized a constitutionalright to psychiatric treatment. Id. at 523.
91.

14 App. Div. 2d 560,

__,

218 N.Y.S.2d 738, 739 (1961).

92. See, e.g., Donaldson v. O'Connor, 390 U.S. 971 (1968); New York ex rel. Anonymous
v. La Burt, 385 U.S. 936 (1966); Stephens v. La Burt, 373 U.S. 928 (1963):
93. 406 U.S. 715, 727-32 (1972).
94. 370 U.S. 660, 668-69 (1962) (emphasis added). This same use of the disjunctive rather
than the conjunctive is seen in the dissent of the then Judge Burger in Lake v. Cameron, 364
F.2d 657, 663 (D.C. Cir. 1966), when he too spoke in terms of "treatment or custodial care"
for the mentally ill.
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meaningful effort to cure the individual, at least in those situations where
a possibility of "cure" exists, so that his personal liberty may ultimately
be restored.
Since the Supreme Court granted certiorari in Donaldson," it cannot be
predicted whether the Fifth Circuit's addition to our constitutional law will
be permanent or temporary. Needless to say, the Donaldson decision did
make the Fifth Circuit's disposition of Wyatt and Burnham a foregone
conclusion. On November 8, 1974, some seven months after it had decided
Donaldson and almost two years after it heard oral argument in the two
cases, the court of appeals finally handed down its decisions in Wyatt and
Burnham. In Wyatt it affirmed the Alabama district court on the central
issue by reiterating its Donaldson conclusion that civilly committed mental patients "have a constitutional right to such individual treatment as
will help each of them to be cured or to improve his or her mental condition."9 The maintenance of the suit as a class action was expressly sanctioned on the ground that it was necessary, in light of the situation existing
in Alabama, to proscribe the maintenance of conditions that foredoom all
mental patients inevitably to inadequate mental treatment. 7 Because of
the rather extraordinary stipulations which the Alabama defendants had
entered into regarding the hospital operational and staffing standards
which-the district court subsequently included in its decree (about which
more will be said in a moment), the court of appeals pointedly noted that
it did not reach a decision as to whether the standards prescribed by the
district court were constitutionally minimum standards, or "whether it is
within the province of a federal district court

. . .

to prescribe standards

as distinguished from enjoining the operation of such institutions while
constitutional rights are being violated." 8 The Fifth Circuit did point out
that the remedial threats of the district court to order the sale of state
lands or alter the state budget if Alabama's governing authorities failed to
adequately fund the court decreed standards (all of which were proposals
as to possible future action rather than present orders), presented serious
constitutional questions which, because of their involvement of state laws
of statewide significance, would require a three-judge district court for
their consideration." The court of appeals thereupon affirmed in part,
remanded in part, and reserved its decision in part (i.e., on the issue of
attorneys fees), with an expression of hope that control over the institutions in question might one day be returned to the state. 1" The Burnham
case, while discussed in some detail by the Fifth Circuit in its decision in
Wyatt, received a more abbreviated treatment. Notwithstanding the
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.

U.S. -,
95 S. Ct. 171 (1974).
503 F.2d at 1312.
Id. at 1316.
Id. at 1317.
Id. at 1318.
Id. at 1319.
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rather different factual setting, the court simply entered a two sentence per
curiam opinion, reversing and remanding on the basis of its decisions in
Wyatt and Donaldson."'
If the Supreme Court affirms the Fifth Circuit's creation of the new
constitutional right, severe problems in connection with its implementation can be expected in at least two critical areas. The first concerns the
"standards" by which the presence or absence of the right is to be measured. The district court in Burnham considered the problem to be so
incapable of judicial definition as to render the entire controversy "nonjusticiable."' 12 Whether or not the district court was correct (particularly in
the context of a class action where different members of the class need
entirely different forms of treatment) the basic problem remains. Assuming one can find out that the word "treatment" means-particularly in the
context of psychiatry-against what measure is the constitutionally prescribed dosage (i.e., the "adequacy") to be decided? The wide divergence
of opinion among psychiatrists on the treatment of mental illness is well
recognized.' 3 Whose "experts" should the court heed? In both Donaldson
and Wyatt the Fifth Circuit managed to avoid coming to grips with this
problem and simply referred to the fact that in the course of the Wyatt
litigation in the middle district of Alabama substantial agreement had
101. Burnham v. Department of Pub. Health of the State of Georgia, 503 F. 2d 1319 (5th
Cir. 1974), petitionfor cert. filed, 43 U.S.L.W. 3417 (U.S. Jan. 22, 1975).
102. 349 F. Supp. at 1341-43. The district court referred, inter alia, to the comments of
Dr. Thomas S. Szasz, Professor of Psychiatry, State University of New York, Upstate Medical
Center, Syracuse, New York, in Szasz, The Right to Psychiatric Treatment: Rhetoric and
Reality, 57 GEo. L. J. 740, 741 (1969):
Levine [M. Levine, Psychotherapy in Medical Practice 17-19 (1942)] lists 40
methods of psychotherapy. Among these, he includes: physical treatment, medicinal treatment, reassurance, authoritative firmness, hospitalization, ignoring of certain symptoms and attitudes, satisfaction of neurotic needs, and bibliotherapy. In
addition, there are physical methods of psychiatric therapy, such as the prescription of sedatives and tranquilizers, the induction of convulsions by drugs and electricity, and brain surgery. Obviously, the term "phychiatric treatment" covers
everything that may be done to a person under medical auspices-and more.
If mental treatment is all the things Levine and others tell us it is, how are we to
determine whether or not patients in mental hospitals receive adequate amounts
of it?
103. In Greenwood v. United States, 350 U.S. 366, 375 (1956), the Supreme Court, after
reviewing the testimony of two court-appointed psychiatrists, commented that:
their testimony illustrates the uncertainty of diagnosis in this field and the tentativeness of professional judgment. The only certain thing that can be said about
the present state of knowledge and therapy regarding mental disease is that science
has not reached finality of judgment . ..
In United States v. Klein, 325 F. 2d 283, 286 (2d Cir. 1963), the Second Circuit referred to
the problem in a more pointed manner when it acknowledged that
[clourts of law, unschooled in the intricacies of what may be the most perplexing
of medical sciences, are ill-equipped to choose among such divergent but responsible views.
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been reached between plaintiffs and defendants on almost all of the minimum standards for "adequate treatment" which the district court subsequently ordered.'' This sort of "agreement" may well be possible in situations where the "defendant" mental health officials of a state, to put it
charitably, consider a substantial judicially compelled increase in their
share of the state's budget to be something less than an unmitigated disaster.10n It is open to question whether any such agreement on standards
could be expected in a true adversary proceeding. It is more probable that
the matter of standards will give rise to extremely vexing problems for
litigants and for the courts. ,
A second problem concerns the remedy. Assuming that the eleventh
amendment poses no barrier, how will a federal court go about requiring
the increase in state taxes, the alteration of state budgets or the selling of
state property to fund its judicially expanded state mental health programs if a state legislature proves recalcitrant? The Fifth Circuit recognized in Wyatt that such measures, which the district court had threatened, raised serious constitutional questions. 06 Delicate matters of public
policy and federalism are also involved. One of the dangers involved in a
transfer of control over the level or measure (i.e., "adequacy") of state
health, education and welfare programs to federal officials (judicial or
otherwise) is the strong inducement it presents to the state to water down
or even wholly abandon its generally beneficial program. Would patients
who really need treatment and who are in fact getting some treatment
really be better off if they are deprived of all institutionalized care and
treatment and set at large to demonstrate their inability to cope with
society? Compliance with staffing requirements such as the district court
ordered in Wyatt could easily lead to this result if and when the hospital
for any reason became unable to obtain the court decreed numbers of a
particular discipline (e.g., registered nurses, therapists, physicians, psychiatrists). As the district court in Burnham so perceptively observed:
All too often, an instance of judicial overreach can result in a reduction
of government services to a minimal level for fear of subsequent accountability for some innovative beneficial program. The rigidity of the court
process can often stifle intelligent experimentation in dealing effectively
104. Donaldson v. O'Connor, 493 F. 2d 507, 526 (5th Cir. 1974); Wyatt v. Aderholt, 503
F. 2d 1305, 1314 (5th Cir. 1974).
105. In Wyatt v. Stickney, 344 F. Supp. 373, 376 (M.D. Ala. 1972), the defendant state
health officials entered into a great many stipulations as to standards for hospital operations
and staffing, the net effect of which, according to the Governor of Alabama's argument to
the court of appeals, would have been an annual expenditure for mental health equal to sixty
percent of the state budget excluding school financing, plus a capital improvement outlay of
$75,000,000. See Wyatt v. Aderholt, 503 F. 2d 1305, 1317 (5th Cir. 1974) (the estimation
presumably being based upon continued care and treatment of the same number of mental
patients).
106. 503 F. 2d at 1318.
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with social problems, often to the ultimate detriment of the very persons
1
for whose benefit the litigation is commenced. 07
A Supreme Court affirmance of this newest constitutional right can, in
other words, be expected to lead to a great deal of complex and very time
consuming litigation.
III.

CONSTITUTIONAL STANDARDS OF CARE IN STATE PRISONS

While the Fifth Circuit has announced a new constitutional right to
curative psychiatric treatment for persons confined to state mental institutions, 06 it has not yet taken equivalent action with respect to rehabilitative
treatment (including psychotherapy to reduce criminal propensities) for
persons confined to state penal institutions. It has, however, acted to insure that persons incarcerated in state penal institutions are accorded at
least that minimum level of custodial care necessary to avoid a grave and
immediate threat to their physical health and well being. Having in previous years observed that the deprivation of the basic elements of hygiene
could be so base, inhuman and barbaric as to violate the eighth amendment,"9 and that prison practices "which result in the deprivation of basic
elements of adequate medical treatment, particularly such deprivations as
immediately threaten life and limb," are similarly susceptible to federal
judicial remedy," 0 the Fifth Circuit this past year, in Newman v.
Alabama,"' concluded that inadequate medical conditions in state penal
institutions can be reached under both the "cruel and unusual punishment" prohibitions of the eighth amendment and the due process clause
of the fourteenth amendment.
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of Newman, particularly in light of
the Fifth Circuit's actions in the field of mental health and the right to
psychiatric treatment, is the court's concern with "staffing." In criticizing
the "insufficient staffing" of a state penal institution the court expressly
commented upon the lack of a psychiatric consultant."' As to the general
authority of federal courts to concern themselves with the staffing of state
penal institutions the Fifth Circuit explained:
Certainly, if the infirmity-lack of attention-is of constitutional magnitude, then the deficiency which spawns the infirmity-lack of available
107. 349 F. Supp. at 1343-44.
108. See Donaldson v. O'Connor, 493 F.2d 507 (5th Cir. 1974); Wyatt v. Aderholt, 503 F.2d
1305 (5th Cir. 1974); Burnham v. Department of Pub. Health of the State of Georgia, 503
F.2d 1319 (5th Cir. 1974).
109. Novak v. Beto, 453 F.2d 661, 665 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 409 U.S. 968 (1972).
110. Campbell v. Beto, 460 F.2d 765, 768 (5th Cir. 1972).
111. 503 F. 2d 1320, 1330 (5th Cir. 1974).
112. Id. at 1322-23.
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personnel, and ill-conceived emergency and referral procedures-can also
3
be deemed to be of constitutional import.1

Perhaps recognition of a constitutional right of persons committed to state
penal institutions to rehabilitative treatment (including psychotherapy) is
not far off.
IV.

CORPORAL PUNISHMENT IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Whatever their views may be regarding the utility of curative psychiatric
treatment in other areas, at least two Fifth Circuit judges have made clear
their aversion to that particular type of psychiatric treatment commonly
referred to as "behavior modification"-at least when administerd in its
most usual form to unruly pupils in the classroom. While feeling compelled
by applicable precedents in the Fifth Circuit and elsewhere"' to hold that
corporal punishment of school children is not per se a violation of the
constitutional prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment,"' two
members of the three-judge panel in Ingraham v. Wright,"5 were of the
opinion that evidence of excessive corporal punishment in but one school
of a system having 242,000 pupils, 12,500 teachers and 237 schools was
enough to justify federal judicial intervention.
While this conclusion of the majority seems questionable enough by
113. Id. at 1331.
114. See, e.g., Ware v. Estes, 328 F. Supp. 657 (N.D. Tex. 1971), aff'd, 458 F. 2d 1360
(5th Cir.), cert. denied, 409 U.S. 1027 (1972); Whatley v. Pike County Bd. of Educ., Civil
No. 977 (N.D. Ga. Sept. 22, 1971) (three-judge district court); Gonyaw v. Gray, 361 F. Supp.
366, 371 (D. Vt. 1973); Sims v. Board of Educ. of Independent School Dist. No. 22, 329 F.
Supp. 678, 690 (D. N. Mex. 1971); 68 AM. Jum. 2d Schools §258 (1973); 79 C.J.S. Schools and
School Districts §502 (1952) (citing many state decisions).
115. See Ingraham v. Wright, 498 F. 2d 248, 259-60 (5th Cir. 1974). As the majority of
the three-judge panel somewhat grudgingly put it after its review of practice and precedent:
"Faced with this evidence of what is apparently considered appropriate by the American
people, we would be loath to suggest that at this time corporal punishment is 'unacceptable
to contemporary society.' "Id. at 260. The majority's general unhappiness over the fact that
the American people seem to favor the idea of corporal punishment in the public schools is
seen commencing (but not endingi in the initial paragraph of its opinion, where it quotes the
comment which a justice of the Supreme Court of Indiana made over a hundred years ago:
The husband can no longer moderately chastise his wife; nor, according to the more
recent authorities, the master his servant or apprentice. Even the degrading cruelties of the naval service have been arrested. Why the person of the schoolboy, "with
his shining morning face," should be less sacred in the eye of the law than the
apprentice or the sailor, is not easily explained. Id. at 250.
In considering the good justice's comment one wonders if he had ever been a parent or school
teacher. Had he been either he would probably have had a greater understanding of the fact
that behind the "shining morning face" of a normally robust little boy there is apt to be a
considerable degree of deviltry which sometimes needs to be disciplined so that his and his
classmates' education can proceed.
116. 498 F.2d 248, 253-55, 262-65 (5th Cir. 1974).
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itself, a more disturbing aspect of the case is the majority's suggestion that
on remand the district court consider, inter alia, whether if, in light of
recent Supreme Court decisions which touch upon such things as parental
rights respecting their children's education, and rights of familial privacy,"7 parents now have a right to order a school or school system not to
administer corporal punishment to their children."' Not surprisingly the
vast majority of cases which have upheld the use of a reasonable degree of
corporal punishment by school authorities have been brought at the instance of objecting parents. Thus, one would have thought it a bit late and
more than a little artificial to now attempt to get around the mass of
decisions recognizing (1) that discipline must exist if education (as approved to mere "custodial care") is to continue in the public schools, and
(2) that in some instances corporal punishment, or perhaps even more
importantly the availability of corporal punishment, is necessary to the
maintenance of discipline.
All things considered, the dissent in Ingraham seems better reasoned
than the majority of the three-judge panel. The Fifth Circuit has recently
granted rehearing en banc and hopefully the dissent will prevail.
V.

THE CONTRACTUAL WAIVER OF CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS

In Gonzalez v. County of Hidalgo, Texas," the Fifth Circuit dealt with
the heavy burden which is placed upon a party claiming that an individual
has "voluntarily, intelligently and knowingly" waived his constitutional
rights by contract. The case involved a Mexican migrant worker who had
executed a lease with a public housing authority, giving the latter, upon
failure of the tenant to pay rent, the power to enter the premises, seize,
and sell, without notice, all goods, chattels, and personal property of the
tenant. While the district court recognized that the housing authority's
form lease agreement was presented to tenants on a "take it or leave it"
basis and that needy tenants were in fact compelled to sign without any
real freedom of contract, it dismissed the complaint on the grounds that
there was evidence that the terms of the agreement had been explained to
the plaintiff and there had therefore been a knowing waiver of any pre117. See Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1972); Stanley v. Illinois, 405 U.S. 645 (1972).
Cf. Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 152-56 (1973). The view of the majority of the Fifth Circuit
panel that these cases might somehow diminish a school system's prerogatives in matters of
classroom discipline and the use of corporal punishment is difficult to follow. Yoder speaks
of the right of Amish parents to withdraw their children from the public schools so that they
may be brought up in conformity with their (Amish) views about education. There is certainly
nothing in Yoder which suggests that the Amish parents had, as an alternative, a right to
leave their children in the public school and require that the school alter its course offerings
or disciplinary procedures so as to bring the school into conformity with Amish educational
attitudes or doctrine.
118. 498 F. 2d at 269-70.
119. 489 F. 2d 1043 (5th Cir. 1973).
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seizure notice. In reversing, the Fifth Circuit directed the district court, on
remand, to make a finding "of whether appellee housing authority presented evidence adequate to rebut the strong presumption against waiver
of constitutional rights. . . ."10 The court of appeals indicated that from
the record before it, it had no way of knowing whether the waiver of the
migrant worker was knowingly made in the sense of his actual awareness
of the significance of the fine print clauses of the printed contract upon
which the housing authority relied in its contention of a "waiver."', Perhaps even more important, however, is the court's amplification of what
may be involved in the concept of a "voluntary" waiver. Noting that the
district court had recognized that the lease executed by the plaintiff was
a "contract of adhesion," with any real freedom of contract being absent
due to the gross disparity in bargaining power of the contracting parties,'
it remanded for further evidentiary exploration by the district court with
the following observation:
Even if Gonzalez understood the contract language of waiver purportedly
"explained to him" (and the evidence on this point is in need of clarification), it is not far-fetched to surmise that, under the circumstances, he
would have signed any ,paper represented as a rental base in order to
secure shelter for himself and his family. Under these circumstances it can
hardly be said that his waiver of a constitutional right was "voluntarily,
intelligently and knowingly" made.' 3
In light of Gonzalez, it is obvious that a public housing authority, whose
bargaining power will almost always be grossly disproportionate to that of
its tenants, will have a difficult, if not in fact impossible burden to bear
when it attempts to rely upon its tenants' contractual waiver of their
constitutional rights in the lease agreement it requires them to sign. The
only practicable solution, and one might also say the only really fair solution, is for the governmental landlord to afford its tenants the safeguards
of the judicial process before seizing and selling their property, and doubly
is this so with respect to such tenants as the migrant worker-whose personal property in this world is apt to be sparse enough to start with.
VI.

JUDICIAL SUPERVISION OF ECCLESIASTICAL AFFAIRS

At a time when reporting the activities of the federal courts seems always
to amount to a discussion of the newest area or activity to be subjected to
federal judicial supervison, it is exhilarating to be able to conclude with
mention of at least one instance of the Fifth Circuit having pointed to a
120.
121.
122.
123.

Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.

at 1046.
at 1046-47.
at 1050.
(emphasis added).
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door through which it refuses to pass. In Simpson v. Wells Lamont Corp., 2 ,
the pastor of a circuit of the United Methodist Church composed of four
churches in Webster County, Mississippi, was removed from his pulpit and
later evicted from the church parsonage when the "free speech" of his
sermons about "human rights" and race relations proved too free to suit
the taste of his parishioners. " '
Recognizing the general rule that civil courts are barred by the first
amendment from determining ecclesiastical quesions, " I the former pastor
argued that his case, brought as a civil rights action to redress the deprivation of rights secured to him by the Constitution, could be resolved without
determining questions of religious doctrine, since his dismissal was clearly
the result "of his views on race" and "the color of his wife's skin," a racial
issue and not a theological issue.' As the district court before it, the Fifth
Circuit demurred. Declining to narrowly limit the immunity of "ecclesiastical disputes" to cases involving church doctrine, the court of appeals
concluded that the policy of judicial non-interference applied to church
government as well.'2 Regarding "free speech," the court of appeals aptly
said that "Simpson has no right under the free speech clause of the First
Amendment to be paid for preaching to a congregation that does not wish
to hear him."' 1
Thus, we can all sleep more soundly, knowing that the Holy Ghost
remains free from the supervision and judicial correctional authority of the
United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. Were it otherwise
those of us who profess to be Christians would indeed have reason for
concern. It is indisputable that (a) all of the Apostles were male even
though (b) the population in the area from which the twelve were selected
was approximately 50% male and 50% female. Based upon the Fifth Circuit's penchant for relying upon statistical evidence in cases of this
genre, 130it could well be argued that any religion initiated with such statistically demonstrable discrimination against women (not to mention
against blacks, orientals, Spanish surnamed people, and the various other
identifiable ethnic groups who were not represented among the twelve) is
unconstitutional per se, not to mention being in direct conflict with Titles
124. 494 F. 2d 490 (5th Cir. 1974).
125. Id. at 492.
126. Presbyterian Church in United States v. Mary Elizabeth Blue Hull Memorial Presbyterian Church, 393 U.S. 440 (1969); Kreshik v. Saint Nicholas Cathedral of the Russian
Orthodox Church of North America, 363 U.S. 190 (1960); Kedroff v. Saint Nicholas Cathedral
of the Russian Orthodox Church of North America, 344 U S. 94 (1952); Gonzalez v. Roman
Catholic Archbishop of Manila, 280 U.S. 1 (1929).
127. 494 F.2d at 492-93.
128. Id. at 493.
129. Id. at 494.
130. See, e.g., Muniz v. Beto, 434 F.2d 697 (5th Cir. 1970); Alabama v. United States,
304 F.2d 583, 586 (5th Cir.), afJ'd per curiam, 371 U.S. 37 (1962).
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VII and IX (along, presumably, with all titles yet to come) of the Civil
Rights Act. 3' Under all these circumstances it would seem that the Fifth
Circuit's opinion in Simpson is quite worthy of a rousing te Deum
laudamus.
131.

42 U.S.C. §2000e (Supp. 1973) and 20 U.S.C. §1681 (Supp. 1972).

